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Abstract: This paper focuses on the evaluation of local institutional capacities for advancing climateenvironmental governance in the Mexico Valley Metropolitan Area (MVMA). It starts with a brief
contextualization of the MVMA, followed by an estimation of current and tendential urban inflows
and outflows by 2050 with the objective of delineating the challenges and potential implications
ahead. Next, an assessment of local climate-environmental institutional capacities is offered. For
that, the methodology and main outcomes of the so-called ICI-CLIMA index is presented for 2019. A
qualitative discussion continues in order to assert the challenges and opportunities for advancing
a coordinated urban agenda for sustainability and resilience. Such discussion has been enriched
with documental and other type of information gathered through field research in all of the 76 municipalities that comprise the MVMA. The paper concludes that, in addition to the limited current
climate-environmental local capacities, there is a mismatch between them and both the level of climate vulnerability officially identified and the environmental challenges currently facing. Therefore,
for coping with a tendential scenario of increasing urban inflows and outflows and their associated
climate-environmental implications, MVMA governments will have to improve their capacities while
advancing, at all levels of government, the coordination of climate-environmental agendas, and of
the later with urban planning and development agendas.
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1. Introduction
Mexico Valley Metropolitan Area (MVMA) encompasses 7866 km2 of administrative
land and a population of 21 million inhabitants (about 17% of the national population). It is the
largest urbanization in Mexico, followed by Guadalajara and Monterrey metropolitan areas.
Governed by 76 local municipalities of three different states—16 of Mexico City, 59 of
the State of Mexico and one of Hidalgo—the MVMA has unceasingly expanded, mostly
since the 1980s when built area expansion surpassed the rhythm of population growth.
From 1980 to 2010, the population grew 1.42%, while the built area increased 357% [1].
Despite generating around a quarter of Mexico’s Gross Domestic Product–GDP, the
economic structure of the MVMA, mostly of services, it is among the 275 metropolitan areas
of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) that rank with
the lowest per capita GDP, which in this case is of about sixteen thousand dollars yearly [2].
Similar metropolitan areas, in terms of size, such as Paris, generate at least an additional
5% of the national GDP than what the MVMA currently does [2]. Such type of constrained
economic structure that characterizes the MVMA is in addition spatially uneven, as the
per capita GDP is 3.7 times higher in Mexico City than in the remaining metropolitan
area [2]. This spatial inequality, reinforced by urban speculation and sprawling [3,4],
takes shape not only in terms of per capita GDP, but also of population density (half
of total MVMA population resides in only ten municipalities), housing supply, quality
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of infrastructure, availability of public (green) spaces, and certainly in the access and
accessibility of basic services.
Unequal urban growth has also translated into an uneven spatial distribution of soaring
environmental and health impacts associated to air, water, and soil pollution, a condition
expected to aggravate within an environmental and climate changing context [5–8].
2. Current and Tendential Scenarios of the MVMA’s Urban Inflows and Outflows
Urban inflows and outflows have been analyzed by a diversity of metabolic approaches and methodologies for several cities around the world, most of them in the
Global North. In Latin America and the Caribbean, just a few dozens of studies have been
published, some of them focusing on the ecological, political, and policy implications of
the uneven distribution of urban inflows and outflows [9,10], rather than on the actual
estimation of such flows. The later kind of analysis, which are few, have paid attention to
one or more key major flows [11–15], occasionally within specific sectors [16–23].
Such urban metabolic assessments have been carried out either as aggregated analyses
at the national level [24–27], for the case of specific cities, or as comparative analyses of
few major cities, usually capitals [28–30]. Methodologies variate, but most of them are
based on some sort of material flow analysis or hybrid analysis that introduce additional
measures such as urban ecological footprint or urban water footprint. However, data is
scarce and weakly standardized, which is typically the case for small and mid-size cities of
the Global South.
In Mexico there are few urban metabolic studies of variated quality and focus, for
example for the case of Mexico City and its metropolitan area [3,31–38], Guadalajara [39,40],
Cuautla [41], Morelia [42], San Luis Potosí [43,44], and Holbox island [45]. None of them
but one [27] offer a useful methodology for carrying out an assessment at a national scale.
In what follows, an estimation of the material footprint of the MVMA is presented on the
basis of such methodology, which has been developed in the context of the preparation of
the forthcoming UNEP’s report The Weight of Cities in Latin America and the Caribbean
(for a global assessment, see: [46]). Local data has also been incorporated for its refinement
and georeferencing.
The estimation is, in a nutshell, based on national data of Domestic Material Consumption—
DMC (as defined by Eurostat [47]) generated by the International Resource Panel—IRP [48],
adjusted with a proxy of the weight of urban consumption. The later results from the
average of urban national spending weight and an “adjusted” urban GDP, which in turn is
an outcome of subtracting to the total GDP all primary activities and extractive activities
(mining and oil extraction). Such urban proxy, or what has been called factor U, avoids
the mere use of population weight. It also allows to somehow include not only individuals’ consumption but others such as governmental consumption and the private sector
consumption. Finally, it also enables to circumvent the distortion that heavy extractive
and export-based manufacturing economies tend to display when estimating national
DMC patterns.
The generation of tendential scenarios are based on the average of a lower and a
higher DMC potential value. The lower value results from projecting total DMC on the
basis of population growth data, assuming no changes in per capita consumption patterns.
The higher value is estimated on projections of real per capita GDP growth, which are
directly translated into a DMC growth rate.
The main outcomes of this methodology applied to Mexico’s National Urban System,
composed by 401 cities that cover about 14.5 thousand square kilometers of built-up area
and where 74.2% of the country’s population resides, are presented below.
In 2015, the National Urban System demanded around 1095 million tons of biomass,
fossil fuels, metal ores, and non-metallic minerals, a consumption intensity with significant
ecological and climate direct and indirect impacts due to material extraction, use, and
disposal [27]. Under a tendential scenario for 2050, such urban DMC is expected to
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Table 1. Mexico’s urban water footprint, waste generation and GHG emissions, 2015 and 2050.
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MVMA’s water footprint may thus increase, under a tendential scenario, from 6.07 m3
per capita daily in 2015 to 6.49 m3 per capita daily in 2050 (average value of a range between
6.07 and 6.9 m3 per capita daily). Of such volume, agricultural WF, or the contained and virtual water of food consumed, represents 86.3% of the total MVMA’s WF while WF outflows
represent 7.3% of the total MVMA’s WF. See calculation details in Supplementary Material.
Similarly, MVMA’s GHG emissions may grow from about 8.2 kg per capita daily in
2016 to 11.81 kg per capita daily in 2050 (average value from a range between 8.2 and
15.41 kg per capita daily), while municipal solid waste may increase from 1.1 kg per capita
daily in 2015 to 1.6 kg per capita daily in 2050 (average value from a range between 1.1 and
2.09 kg per capita daily).
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poverty prevalence, on one hand (as in Iztapalapa, Nezahualcóyotl, Ecatepec, or most of
the peri-urban municipalities of the east), and low population density, higher income, and
elevated consumption patterns, on the other (as clearly noticeable in Benito Juárez and in
general in the central areas of Mexico City). Figure 3a shows DMC intensities in 2015 for
36 two
each MVMA’s geostatistical unit. Figure 3b shows poverty prevalence in 2015. If the
figures are seen together, the second type of description can be appreciated when looking
at the clear colors in Figure 3b that turn red or orange in Figure 3a.
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Figure 3. (a) DMC spatial intensity adjusted by population density and poverty prevalence, 2015. Source: author’s own
elaboration based on municipal DMC per capita estimations adjusted by poverty prevalence [54]. Percentage of poverty
for each geostatistical unit reduces average per capita DMC in half while increasing the average per capita DMC for the
remaining population that is not considered as poor. (b) Poverty prevalence, 2015. Source: author’s own elaboration.

Trends in urban inflows and outflows can indeed change if measures are effectively
taken. Those include: (i) long-term urban planning and design for sustainability, health, and
resilience [55–58]; (ii) technological and non-technological measures for decreasing natural
resource extraction, improving urban efficiency, and closing urban flows cycles [47,59,60];
(iii) introduction of nature-based solutions for reducing climate risk and promoting biodiversity and habitat conservation [61–63]; (iv) addressing social inclusion while reducing
inequalities of all kind [64–67]; (v) enhancing urban participatory governance, hand in
hand with local institutional capacity building, science–policy interface promotion, and
finance innovation [68–71]; and undoubtedly, (vi) climate-environmental education for
everyday practices and behavioral change [72,73].
In what follows, focus is paid to existing local institutional capacities in the MVMA
as an entry point for portraying the degree of resolution needed for coping with the
previously described tendential scenario and its potential implications, say through the
implementation of the above-described measures.
Local institutional capacities are certainly just one type among other capacities that
are crucial too. Nonetheless, institutional capacities can lead and set the tone by enabling
the urban governance that a profound sustainable and resilient transformation demands.
3. ICI-CLIMA: Assessing Local Institutional Capacities for
Climate-Environmental Action
With the support of the International Network for Government Science Advice and the
International Development Research Centre, the Climate-Environmental Local Institutional
Capacity Index, in what follows ICI-CLIMA, was developed [74]. It offers a comprehensive
assessment of the existing climate-environmental local capacities within the MVMA, yet its
methodology can be replicated to other cities or metropolitan areas.
ICI-CLIMA analyzes seven broad aspects: (1) existence of key and updated planning instruments; (2) state of human capacities; (3) budget adequacy and efficient administration; (4) accountability and institutional openness; (5) degree of integration of
climate-environmental issues within current institutional arrangements and structures; (6)
coordination of climate-environmental and the civil protection agendas; (7) coordination
among neighboring local governments; and (8) existence and quality of social participation
mechanisms. See further details in Appendix A.
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Contrary to other efforts that seek to assess local capacities in Mexico (for the case
of local climate adaptation capacities, see [75]), ICI-CLIMA integrates both qualitative
and quantitative information and data emanated from documentary and field research,
including evaluations through observation, in-depth interviews, and workshops with local
policymakers and decision makers.
In the methodology 1.0, ICI-CLIMA is limited to draw a baseline from which progress
or setbacks can be verified. Future editions of ICI-CLIMA may thus refine or extend
information, data, and appraisals, a process that could be better served if it responds
to local current priorities and challenges (yet without losing its comparative analysis
aptitudes). Aspects related to individual capacities of dedicated personal to climateenvironmental issues can, for example, be analyzed in depth by addressing their level of6
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of relatively inefficient or slow administration processes). In others, a greater role had the
lack of updating planning instruments, an unsatisfactory openness of policymakers, the
resistance to change, or the limited coordination within the structure of each local government, as well as among them and with other levels of government. The diverse aspects
evaluated reveal inertias inherited from previous administrations, either positive or negative. They also demonstrate the relevance that climate-environmental issues have, or do
not have, in current local government plans in the face of expected climate urban vulnerability and risk (the later not yet officially evaluated at an urban level in Mexico, an issue
one would expect as an effect of the conceptual transition observed in the last two IPCC’s
assessment reports about knowledge on climate change; see [76]).
In this context, the mismatch has been notorious between climate-environmental existing capacities and the officially recognized degree of climate vulnerability for most of
the local governments that comprise the MVMA. Figure 5a presents the aggregated valuation of ICI-CLIMA 2019 by municipality, while Figure 5b shows their level of climate
vulnerability.
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the absence or weak monitoring of climate-environmental investments. Such measure,
on one hand, could support the visualization of the correct dimension of said agenda in
the action of local governments, and on the other, may encourage the development of
local climate-environmental budgets in parallel to traditional local budgets (as the cases of
Oslo [77] or New York [78] have shown feasible).
The relevance of such climate-environmental budget resides in their potential for
articulating actions among different government entities, within local but also across
different levels of government, which in turn may reduce unnecessary expenditures or
implementation delays.
A combined climate and environmental budget can also support MVMA local governments to visualize how to implement concrete climate adaptation and mitigation actions as
they have repetitively expressed the difficulty to (financially) justify and translate potential
climate risks into preventive actions.
4.2. Sustainable and Resilient Land Use Policies for Long-Term and Inclusive Urban Planning
In the MVMA, as in other metropolitan areas of the country, there is an increasing
necessity for enhancing, updating, and harmonizing ecological land use planning and
urban planning, instruments which are particularly weak at a local scale but also at a
metropolitan level.
The aforementioned is particularly important, especially in a context in which administrative times do not facilitate medium and long-term planning, a situation that is
aggravated by the recurrent lack of information and records from previous administrations.
It is also significant because despite the recognition of the current climate-environmental crisis, local institutional reaction usually does not respond with the sense of urgency needed,
nor does it necessarily have a representative weight within the organizational structure
of local governments. In fact, mapping those spaces of decision and the individuals in
charge of the climate-environmental local agendas in the MVMA is quite challenging, as
they variate from municipality to municipality. In some, there is only one councilor who
addresses all local environmental issues among other issues of the local administration,
but without a formal municipal structure for implementing a formal agenda. In others,
climate-environmental issues are placed under different management structures, either as
independent entities or as decision spaces that are subordinated to broader management
structures in charge of urban development, urban services, or else.
Changes in public servants in charge of local climate-environmental agendas, or
changes in the local managing structures, are to be added to the previously said, as they
challenge any stable effort of planning within a framework of relatively short local administrations. During the few months of the ICI-CLIMA 2019 evaluation process, changes were
experienced in five municipalities, including two cases of partial or full reengineering of
climate-environmental local managing structures.
In response to the above, it is urgent to increase environmental sensitivity within
the institutional local structures while advancing clear administrative procedures that
may allow transcending the political will on climate-environmental matters. Each local
government will, however, have to explore the mechanisms that better fit its own reality
while improving communication, planning, and the promotion of coordinated actions at
the regional and metropolitan levels.
Finally, it has to be said that climate-environmental action in the MVMA faces specific
challenges related to the unavoidable territorial nature of climate-environmental action, a
feature that challenges the control of territories by organized crime (including narcotraffic
or illegal logging of urban and peri-urban forests) but also of other type of “informal” urban
powers such as the one behind waste picking. Such challenges include the difficulty of
local authorities, but also of local residents, to organize themselves and maneuver climateenvironmental interventions in certain areas (some of which are of greater ecological
value). In other cases, the control of organized crime has even penetrated the institutional
structures of government, specifically in areas directly connected with territorial control of
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which climate-environmental management is a key one (it has been striking that one of the
local governments that presented one of the highest level of opacity during the ICI-CLIMA
2019 evaluation was precisely one later involved in a scandal associated to the detention
of environmental authorities and their formal accusation for narcotraffic [79]. This is the
type of “extreme” reality that face the MVMA local governments which cannot be eluded
when trying to accelerate sustainable and resilient land uses for long-term and inclusive
urban planning.
4.3. Science-Policy Interface Enhancement and Knowledge Generation for Supporting a
Participatory Urban Governance
A more robust science-policy interface is desired at both the local and metropolitan
scales, all along with a minimum and updated training of policy and decision makers on
basic aspects such as land use planning and uses, current climate-environmental instruments and regulations, and in what respects to the positive connotation of coordinating
actions within local governments and, at least, neighboring governments that comprise the
MVMA—particularly in such cases where common climate-environmental challenges exist.
In addition, the need of generating open and up-to-date data and knowledge for planning but also evaluating and monitoring climate-environmental agendas at a local, regional,
and metropolitan scale is certainly evident for the MVMA case, mostly if a more robust
and informed participatory governance is to be promoted. In this line of thought, several
actions could be promoted, from financing research-action agendas on pressing climateenvironmental issues to the acceleration of science-policy practice interaction through, for
example, encouraging partnerships between universities and local city governments, developing and supporting governmental and non-governmental platforms of open-knowledge
useful for local decision making (such as Decidim platform currently being used by several
cities for public dialogue, consultations and participatory decision making), or by building
bridges among key actors through facilitators and boundary organizations.
In this context, it has to be recognized that despite the imperative democratization
of decision-making, insecurity, and, on occasions, the institutional and social relegation
of climate-environmental urgency, limits or hinders the capacity to act. Yet, it is also true
that a more institutional and community-based climate-environmental action for urban
transformation can conversely serve, on one hand, for reversing prevalent schemes of
vested interests and, on the other, for reducing insecurity through strengthening both
citizen communication and neighborhood ties.
4.4. Solving the Causes, Not Just the Symptoms, of Climate-Environmental and Other Types of
Urban Vulnerability and Risks
The three aforementioned axes can enable an institutional governance for advancing
a truly urban transformation, meaning a process of transformational changes not only
in what respects to the sociotechnical dimension of cities (infrastructure and networktype urban systems), but mostly of urban planning, design, and management. The latter
presumes the recognition of the causes, not the mere symptoms, of climate-environmental
challenges, including associated vulnerabilities and risks. This implies the recognition of
urban inequalities, a context in which success—paraphrasing Pelling and Garschagen [80]—
should be measured in terms of the concrete improvement of the living conditions of the
most vulnerable population.
ICI-CLIMA is just a tool that seeks to support such an effort by visualizing key
challenges, gaps, and opportunities for advancing a more robust institutional climateenvironmental governance which, in the current context of the COVID-19 pandemic and
its impacts, undoubtedly acquires a more preponderant role. COVID-19 context has not
only hindered efforts for improving MVMA local climate-environmental capacities, but
also some of the most basic aspects of local governability, including a supplementary
pressure on local budgets within a context of a generalized decline of local economic
activities. It has also affected administrative procedures, science-policy interactions, and
social participation schemes. Impacts have even involved certain de-stabilization of local
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responsibilities, and capacities. The worst scenario would certainly be the lack of action as
it may not only reinforce, but even aggravate business as usual trends.
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Appendix A
ICI-CLIMA is based on a mixed assessment methodology. It incorporates both quantitative and qualitative components, in addition to being based on documentary and field
work. The evaluation shows the state of institutional capacities at a certain moment. It
assess eight aspects: (1) existence of key and updated planning instruments; (2) state of
human capacities; (3) budget adequacy and efficient administration; (4) accountability and
institutional openness; (5) degree of integration of climate-environmental issues within
current institutional arrangements and structures, including (6) the coordination of climateenvironmental and the civil protection agendas; (7) coordination among neighboring local
governments; and (8) existence and quality of social participation mechanisms.

•

•

Aspect 1: Evaluates the existence and updating of climate-environmental planning
instruments at the local level. A local Urban Development Program with no more than
3 years old is considered robust, while one up to 5-years old is pondered as sufficient.
A 10-year-old program is evaluated as insufficient and a 15-year-old program or older
as an obsolete. A local Risk Atlas is considered robust if it has been updated in a period
of time no longer than 2 years, while a 3-to-5 year-old as one that is satisfactory. A
local Risk Atlas 5 to 7 years old is appraised as insufficient and one older than 8 years
as very limited. In evaluating both Urban Development Programs and Risk Atlas,
government cycles have been considered, as well as the possibility of an additional
renewal period for up to a total of 6 years as established by Mexican law (each cycle
lasts 3 years for the case of local governments while at the state level a cycle lasts
6 years). For the case of local Climate Change Action Plans at the municipal level,
ICI-CLIMA 1.0 only evaluates their existence, but in later versions, the index will
assess their level of progress, which until 2019, for most the 14 existing programs in the
MVMA, was unsatisfactory. Waste Management Plans at the local level are evaluated
in the same way as local Climate Change Action Plans are in ICI-CLIMA 1.0.
Aspect 2: The number of people in decision-making positions is assessed by coupling
two components. On the one hand, the rate of human capacities for decision-making
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•

•

in each local government, measured in terms of the institutional potential to serve its
population in climate-environmental related issues (number of officials per 100,000 inhabitants). On the other, the existing human capacity to cover the geographical extent
of each demarcation (officials per square kilometer or hectares only when municipalities are too small). The rating scale for the first component assumes that a rate greater
than 5 officials is a robust level, while between 3 and 4 is sufficient, between 1 and
2 insufficient, and less than 1 very limited. For the second case, it is presumed that a
ratio of one official for less than 6.25% of the territory of each demarcation represents
a robust situation, while between 6.26% and 12.5% is sufficient, between 12.6 and 25%
insufficient, and more than 25% very limited. This last scale has the exception when it
comes to very large territorial extensions with a relatively small population. In such
cases, the aggregated valuation of the components is reduced by a quintile, which in
turn derives from the aggregation of the highest values of the range obtained for each
(which applies to all cases). In the case of the role and empowerment of women within
local institutional structure and existing capacities on climate-environmental matters,
the existence of 25% or less of women with respect to the total number of decisionmaking positions is considered a very limited level of empowerment. The presence
of women in the range of 25.1% to 45% is considered as insufficient empowerment;
45.1% to 50% as sufficient, and equal to or greater than 50.1% as robust. Of course, any
structure in which the role of women in decision-making positions is greater than 55%
should also be considered as unbalanced, as it does not comply with a gender parity
scheme. In later versions of ICI-CLIMA, the gender issue will be integrated with the
capacities and training of decision-makers on climate-environmental issues.
Aspect 3: Budgetary sufficiency is assessed through the analysis of the Annual Operational Programs of each demarcation, accounting for the weight of spending on
climate-environmental matters. In order to avoid distortions in the measurement,
programmed spending on urban infrastructure and equipment is not included, even
if it has, to one degree or another, environmental implications (say on issues such as
mobility or management of drinking water and sanitation services). Instead, it does
include the budget for civil protection actions as it is central, not only for disaster
prevention and management, but also to advance the local adaptation agenda. Given
that local institutional capacities are being measured, this item does not contemplate
spending executed from other levels of government. Considering that the proportion
of spending on climate-environmental actions with respect to the total programmed
spending of local governments does not in itself reflect the degree of sufficiency, a
qualitative assessment is at the same time used. The later assessment is based on the
perception of local decision-makers and the use of knowledge about local climateenvironmental challenges. Both components are added considering equal weights.
In relation to administrative efficacy and efficiency, the evaluation is only qualitative
when dealing with governments just elected. Such evaluation is grounded on the appreciation of the decision makers themselves. When it comes to local governments on
their last year in office, administrative efficacy and efficiency is assessed by reviewing
both the programed budget and actual spending, but also thru the qualitative analysis
described above. Aggregation gives the same weight to both components. ICI-CLIMA
1.0 for 2019 uses the first calculation.
Aspect 4: Accountability on climate-environmental information is evaluated through
a qualitative assessment on the degree of public accessibility to documents and not
merely their existence. The extent to which local governments themselves are clear and
direct in their dissemination is analyzed. Local authorities’ willingness to collaborate
with ICI-CLIMA was valued in a comprehensive manner, including the request for
appointments, openness during interviews, quality of the information or arguments
offered, and the participation on the remaining process, including a qualitative exercise
of self-assessment and the review of preliminary results of the ICI-CLIMA before its
public release.
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Aspects 5, 6, 7, and 8: These three aspects are based on a qualitative evaluation derived
from documentary and field work, the latter essentially based on interviews with
local decision-makers on climate-environmental issues. It should be pointed out
that the maximum value of evaluation, especially in aspect 7, is a level of sufficient
capacities (noting robust capacities would mean that there is no longer room for
improvement, in this case on social participation mechanisms). The weighting is equal
for all of the various elements of ICI-CLIMA. For its aggregation, the highest level
of each of the five scales has been used by ICI-CLIMA 1.0. Those elements whose
valuation is unknown, have not been incorporated into the aggregation process, so
that the results obtained can be comparable. While the quantitative components
do not represent an appreciation challenge, but rather a simple verification process,
the qualitative components do represent greater complexity. Therefore, in order
to appreciate eventual differences, ICI-CLIMA index is ideally complemented by a
self-assessment carried out by local climate-environmental authorities. Although
this does not necessarily settle eventual differences, it does confirm transparency
of the evaluation process. Details for each municipality can be consulted at: https:
//transformacionurbana.mx/en/projects/interface_sp/.
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